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Andragogy

InternshipS

INTERNSHIP DOMAINS

Graphic designer
Content and Creativity 
Planning and Strategy 
Human Resources 
Public Relations and Outreach 

1. Certificate of membership 
2. Certificate of Internship 
3. Letter of Recommendation based on performance 
4. Intern of the Month award
5.LIVE  Projects
6. Cash Incentives

02

Digital Content Designer

PERKS ASSOCIATED



Andragogy forum

brings Following

outsourced

opportunities For its

members

Lawstreet
Cooperation

Cognitrex
Consultants Private
Limited

APOMIND



Andragogy

Graphic

Designer

Skills Required

1. Excellent IT skills, especially with design and photo-editing 
    software
2. Exceptional creativity and innovation.
3. Excellent time management and organizational skills.
4. Accuracy and attention to detail.

Roles and Responsibilities
1. Conceptualize visuals based on requirements
2. Develop illustrations, logos and other designs using software
    or by hand.
3. Learn to make animated videos , presentations and make us
    of social media features 



Planning &

Strategy

internship

Skills required
1. Proficiency in communication skills. 
2. Possessing the trait of resilience is preferred
3. Consistency and reliability in terms of attendance and 
     punctuality along with capability to survive and excel working in 
     teams will be an advantage. 

Roles & Responsibilities
1. Learn to prepare effective roadmaps for various events 
2. Come-up with engagement, skill development activities 
3. Execute events organised by Andragogy as Event Heads. 
4. Prepare social media campaigns to engage more audience 



Human resources

internship

Skills Required
1. The ability to communicate effectively — to translate ideas 
    and convey information — is key in any field.  
2. Possessing the trait of resilience is preferred 
3. Consistency and reliability in terms of attendance and 
    punctuality along with capability to survive and excel working in
    teams will be an advantage.

Roles and Responsibilities
1. Updating company databases
2. Screening potential employees' resumes and application 
    forms to identify suitable candidates to fill required vacancies.
3. Organising interviews with shortlisted candidates.
4. Preparing and sending offer and rejection letters or emails to
    candidates.
5. Coordinating new hire orientations.



Skills required

Roles and Responsibilities
1. List and tap various colleges across India 
2. Maintain the record of and from Campus Ambassadors and       
     communicate with them 
3. Pitch speakers and guests for webinars and sessions
4. Reaching out to the print media

Public Relations and

Outreach Internship

1. Strong desire to learn along with professional drive
2. Solid understanding of the different social networks
3. Excellent verbal and written communication skills
4. Efficiency at MS Office
5. Passion for the PR industry and its bet practices



Digital Content

Designer Internship

Skills Required
1. Proficiency in communication skills.  
2. Possessing the trait of resilience is preferred 
3. Consistency and reliability in terms of attendance and       
     punctuality  along with capability to survive and excel working 
     in teams will be an  advantage.  
4. Content writing , Networking Follow-up, Photo Editing skills are     
     required.

Roles and Responsibilities
 1. Writing blogs, articles on given themes.
 2. Preparing written part of content to be posted on our official 
      website.
 3. Assist in preparation of content for professional platforms like
      LinkedIn.



Content and

Creativity Internship

Skills required

Roles and Responsibilities
1. Creating content for website , social media posts and captions 
2. Draft professional emails for collaboration with organisations and
individuals 
3. Designing and editing newsletter
4. Short and attractive messages for broadcasting on Whatsapp

1. Proficiency in design and lay-out of email messages for email  
    marketing.
2. Open-minded and highly adaptable to new innovation
3. A team player who is also able to work without supervision
4. Relentlessness and thirst to enhance his/her technical knowledge,
     and skills
5. Extensive knowledge of best practices for content marketing on the 
    internet



Cognitrex

Consultants

Private Limited

Cognitrex, Established in 2015, Cognitrex
Consultants is a market research, market
intelligence, competitive intelligence and
consulting company with substantial presence in
healthcare domain which includes
pharmaceuticals, medical devices, medical
equipment, consumables etc.



1. Strong interpersonal, communication(written/verbal) and
     analytical skills.
2. Sound working knowledge of MS office tools such as 
     PowerPoint, excel and  word.
 3. Should have basic knowledge on Life Sciences and 
     pharmaceutical Industry
.4. Should have basic knowledge of Primary and Secondary 
      Research.

Skills Required

Perks

1. Stipend of ₹10000 per month per month.  
2. Project Report 
3. Certificate of Internship

Cognitrex

Consultants

Private Limited

POSITION: Market Research Intern



Law Street was founded in 2017, with a vision to help
individuals in India that are facing the outrage of high
legal fees charged by the legal professionals. Law
Street is a dynamic platform with a mission to become
a one-stop-solution to all the problems faced by the
citizens of the India 

Lawstreet

Cooperation



Skills Required

1. Commercial Awareness and eye for details 
2. Excellent time management and organizational skills. 
3. Legal Research and Analysis
 4. Self-confidence and Resilience. 5. Proficiency in 
      communication skills.

Perks

1. Certificate of Internship 
2. Performance based Stipend (Law Intern)
3. Performance based Stipends Rs 1000 per client
    ( Marketing Intern)

POSITIONS: 1. Law Intern
                       2. Marketing Intern

Lawstreet

Cooperation



Skills Required

1. Social Media Marketing, MS-Office, Digital Marketing and 
    Facebook  Marketing 
2. Excellent IT skills, especially with design and photo-editing 
    software 
3. Exceptional creativity and innovations
4. Excellent time management and organizational skills.

Roles and Responsibilities

1. Certificate of Internship  
2. -Letter of Recommendation (performance based)  
3. Good learning experience under well trained mentor

Apomind Digital

Marketing Intern



Skills Required

1. Should be well versed with Reading and researching specialist
    media and  literature, e.g. scientific papers, newspapers,        
    journals etc.  
2. Eye for details
3. Open-minded and highly adaptable to new innovation
4. Content writing , Networking Follow-up, Photo Editing skills are
     required

Perks
1. Certificate of Internship
2. Letter of Recommendation (performance based)
3. Good learning experience under well trained mentor

APOMIND SCIENTIFIC

CONTENT WRITING

INTERN



Skills Required

1. Should be familiar in drafting quiz questions of your domain without   
    any  grammatical errors
2. Highly creative to Embed an element of fun and challenge in the 
    quiz to encourages users to take it.
3. Eye for details

Perks

1. Certificate of Internship
2. Letter of Recommendation (performance based)
3. Good learning experience under well trained mentor

Apomind Quiz

Masters


